
Rocks Cluster Distribution

Overview

The Rocks Cluster Distribution is a fully-automated cluster-aware distribution based on RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and 'true' rebuilds of RHEL
(e.g., CentOS, Scientific Linux, etc.). Since May 2000, the Rocks group has been addressing the difficulties of deploying manageable clusters. We have
been driven by one goal: make clusters easy. By easy we mean easy to deploy, manage, upgrade and scale. We are driven by this goal to help deliver
the computational power of clusters to a wide range of scientific users. It is clear that making stable and manageable parallel computing platforms
available to a wide range of scientists will aid immensely in improving the state of the art in parallel tools.

Supported Hardware

Rocks is designed to run on heterogenous standard high-volume components, enabling cluster builders to incorporate the latest best price/performance
components into their systems'.

Rocks supports:
• CPUs: 32-bit and 64-bit x86-based (e.g., Pentium/Athlon, Opteron, EM64T)
• Virtualization Platforms: Xen Virtual Machines
• Storage Controllers: IDE/ATA, SATA, SCSI, Various RAID controllers
• Networks: Ethernet, Myrinet, Infiniband

Rocks enables scientists to build:
• Physical Hardware Clusters
• Completely Virtual Clusters using Xen
• Hybrid Physical/Virtual Clusters

Supported Software

Rocks extends RHEL-based distributions through a method called "Rolls". A roll is set of services and the configuration scripts for those services. For
example, the "Visualization Roll" contains the nVidia device drivers and the configuration scripts needed to easily and correctly configure each nVidia
adapter in your viz cluster to create a cohesive tiled display wall.

Rolls available for Rocks are:
• Area51 - System security related services and utilities
• Bio - Bioinformatics utilities
• Ganglia - Cluster monitoring system
• HPC - MPI environments for Ethernet
• JumpStart - Adds JumpStart support to configure Solaris client nodes
• PVFS2 - PVFS2 parallel file system support
• SGE - Sun Grid Engine job queueing system
• Viz - Support for building tiled-display walls
• Web-server - Blog-based web server for cluster administration
• Xen - Support for building Xen VMs on cluster nodes

As an example, to build a computational cluster that uses Sun's Grid Engine job scheduler, one would install the frontend with the required "core" rolls
(Base and Kernel) and then supply the HPC and SGE rolls. To build a visualization cluster, one would add the Viz roll to the core rolls.

Other rolls can be freely added to any of the configurations above. For example, if one wishes to monitor their cluster with Ganglia, then the Ganglia roll
can be added to the list of installed rolls.

Impact

In March of 2003, the Rocks project opened up a "Rocks Cluster Register" (http://www.rocksclusters.org/rocks-register) where people who have
successfully built their own Rocks cluster can voluntarily submit their cluster's hardware characteristics. To date, 1291 clusters have been registered
which represents over 125,000 CPUs and an aggregate peak performance of over 813 teraflops.

In addition, the Rocks project has won 6 HPCwire awards: 2008 Best HPC cluster solution or technology (Reader's Choice), 2005 Most Significant HPC
Software Product (Editor's Choice), 2005 Most Important Software Innovation (Reader's Choice), 2004 Most Important Software Innovation (Editor's
Choice), 2004 Most Important Software Innovation (Reader's Choice) and 2004 Most Innovative - Software (Reader's Choice).




